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Analysis Reveals Varying Effect of Foreclosed Properties on the Jeffco Market
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It is well known that sales in the
sellers like you and me.
I have a pile of numbers which foothills are stagnant compared to
won’t fit in this limited space, so I’ll past years, but the price per finput them on my website, www.Jim ished square foot for Evergreen
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But here are some of my findThe areas with the most bankings in general terms. I studied
owned transactions are the areas
2008 through this Monday (Dec.
east of Kipling Street, both north
22nd) and compared this year-to- and south. An example is the part

of Jeffco south of Hampden,
known as JFS. There the price per
finished square foot of the nonbank sales has held steady at
$135 and $136 for the past three
years, although the number of
sales has declined by about 25%.
Meanwhile, the homes sold by the
banks have declined from $126
per finished square foot in 2006 to
only $106 per finished square foot
this year. The number of bank
sales in JFS, year-to-date, has
risen from 96 in 2006 to 233 this
year — a 142% increase.
Another surprising discovery
was the discrepancy between median days on market (DOM) and
average days on market. For example, in JFS, the median DOM
has consistently been between 47
and 54 days over the last three
years, but the average DOM was
between 82 and 92. Even in Evergreen, the median was consistently under 100, but the average
was always much higher than 100.
The area with the smallest per-

centage of lender-owned properties is JFW, which includes all
Golden address except in the foothills, plus western Arvada. The
number of bank sales in JFW has
risen from only 51 in 2006 to just
67 this year (thru Dec. 22nd).
Those homes have sold for an
average price per finished square
foot that has remained around
$120 for the single family homes
and just under $100 for the condos/townhomes. The non-bank
properties have remained around
$150 for single family homes and
$135 for the condos/townhomes.
As in Evergreen, the single family
homes are gaining slightly in value
per finished square foot each year.

In Arvada east of Indiana, by
contrast, the percentage of transactions which are lender owned is
higher and has had more of an
impact on those homes that are
not lender owned.
We can still be grateful that we
are not in the situation of those
areas east of I-25 where the majority of homes being sold are lender
owned and it’s impossible to sell
non-bank homes for much more
than the bank owned homes.
I am optimistic that with today’s
drastically reduced mortgage rates
we will continue to hold our own on
this side of I-25 and that the east
side of I-25 has gone as low as it’s
going to go and will start rising.
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